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Moran, Rafanelli
Dillon Club
vie for presidency
holds elections
West is new president
By Lori Evangelos
In a recent interview, George
West, the newly elected president
of the Dillon Gub ana former
social chairman, introduced a
new vitality for Dillons. West is
convinced that "this campus is
going to hear more favorable
reports about the Dillon Club
because some hard working, interested people are involved". He
is also very concerned with the
"mondo" stereotype which he
believes has been unfairly associated with commuters. He denies
its veracity and further eontends: "I don't know how it got
applied to us."
The election ushered in a good
many enthusiastic freshmen who
will inevitably make a contribution to aie new image. The new
officials and their respective offices are as follows: George
West, a junior, as President;
Jane Silveira, a freshman, as
vice president; Martina Flynn, a
freshman, as secretary; Lisa
Ferrucci, a freshman, as social
chairman. West attributes the
obvious success with the Class of
1982 as a result of the commuter
seminar held during freshman
orientation.
The minutes of the executive
board meeting, held on January
12, revealed a new approach to
the club's primary purpose: to
involve the commuter student in
extra-curricular activities. The
club will assume the role of a
friendly advocate".
West further explained, "We
will be de-emphasizing the fact
that the Dillons nave to run social
events and emphasizing in-club
activities and meetings. The
fund-raising activities will be
smaller and fewer." West made
reference to the financial failures

of recent mixers as an important
contributing factor 1er this decision.
West reiterated that although
the club must take into account
their financial status, they would
like to devote more of their
energies to establishing a good
rapport between members. West
said that "many commuters are
mi—i»g out on a lot of what
college offers" just because they
shut their books after class, go
home, and that's the end of their
involvement, and thus commitment, to college life.

By Maureen O'Hare
Student Congress elections will
be held tomorrow, January 18 for
the offices of president, vicepresident, secretary and treasurer. AO students are eligible to
vote, and elections will be held
from 9:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. in the
lower level of Sla vin Center, and
from 4.30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. in
Raymond Caf.
. l i l l a year's nominations are
unique in that all of the candi-

The Club would like to dispell
this aura of apathy.' He proudly
pointed out that "the Dillons were
the first club established on
campus when P C was strictly an
all-male commuter-oriented college. West also expressed a desire for it to continue in its role as
a vigorous advocate and for it to
remain an intricate part of college community life.
Instead of sponsoring events
separately as in the past the Club
will urge members to work in
conjunction with BOG. For example, together the BOG and the
Dillon Club are sponsoring two
spring trips, one to Florida and
the other to Bermuda. The "Bermuda Strollers", a native group,
are performing Friday night,
January 19, so as to publicize the
trips. Further information concerning these events will be disclosed at later dates. Another
possibility is the traditional St.
Patrick's Day in New York City.
The club will be holding a banquet for members only in the
near future.
Jane Silveira, the Vice President, is presently involved with
Student Congress in compiling an
off-campus apartment directory.

of both life-styles. "
"I want to look closely at our
food set vices. I am also very
interested in the student's opinions concerning parietals and
co-educational living, since there
isn't complete student agreement
on mis topic."
Moran also mentioned his concern for students living off-campus. "I hope to get more protection for the off-campus students with regards to landlords
and break-ins, and especially
intend to examine the students
in relation to academics. If a
student has problems with grades
or courses, there is often much
red tape to weed through. I would
like to do away with some of that
red tape."

Brian M o r a n

dates with one exception are
members of the Class of 1980.
Vying for the position of president are juniors Brian Moran and
Kerry Rafanelli. Moran is an
accounting major from Holbrook,
Mass., while finance major Rafanelli comes from Warwick, R.I.
Moran cites his past three
years of service on Student Congress as "well qualifying" him
for the position. During the past
year he also chaired the faculty
survey committee.
"There are many problems
that the students have been living
with which need closer examination," states Moran. "I was a
resident student my freshman
and sophomore years and presently live in an apartment off
campus, so 1 have been personally involved with the problems

Kerry Rafanelli explained his
reasons for seeking the same
post " I have had three years
previous experience on Congress
as class représentative» and
chaired the Ethics Committee
during the present Congress
term. I have the time, and certa i nly the interest to assume the
job.
"I want to increase the level of
awareness of students as far
as Congress activities are concerned, stated Rafanelli. "Communications between students
and administration are good at
present but results are slow in
coming. This is an area I'm
definitely aiming for improvement i n . "
Rafanelli expressed his intentions to continue work begun in
several areas, including the field
house proposal, plans for the food
and variety atore, and parietals."
" I am interested in drawing up a
proposal from the Congress
aimed at 24-hour visitation privileges on weekends. ' '
"I am also interested in looking
into the feasibility of a committee
to investigate changes in the
scheduling process. An approach
to limit the run-around process
for attaining courses in needed."
Susan Berg and Kevin Golden,
both members of the Class of 1980
are opposed for the post of vice
president.
Berg, a marketing major from
Oakbrook, Illinois, intends to

Fire sofety

George-West at the helm.
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While most of us were at home
taking it easy over vacation there
were three people back here at
school working very hard inspecting every dorm room for
possible fire safety violations.
The three, Rev. Walter J . Heath,
O.P., director of residence, Col.
Andrew DelCorso, associate director of residence, and James
Cunningham, the new safety officer at PC, were all pleased with
the results of the inspection.
" I am very happy.with what I
saw in most rooms, stated Cunningham." We were mainly
checking for unplugged lights,
extension cords and room dividers.
"The inspection is done every
year during this time and serves
as a check that students are
following the safety rules in their
rooms." Cunningham added that
every corridor Ttt the dorms is
now equipped with smoke and

heat detectors. Guzman, Raymond, Fennell, and Stephen Halls
were finished before vacation
and have been inspected and
approved by the fire department.
Also, exit lights have been
installed where they were needed
and the door in Alumni Hall have
been fixed to allow immediate
opening. In Albertus Magnus, 600
outlets have been grounded and
the rest should be finished by this
Saturday, according to Cunningham. He added that each dorm
bad two fire drills during last
semester, one in the afternoon
usually between the hours of 3
and 5 and the other at night
between 10 and 12.
"It's a state law mat we nave to
have at least two fire drills per
semester, one being obstructed,
mmmwAna

Kerry Rafanelli
must have the proper leadership
and strength from the top. It
must also have the backing and
involvement of the students. I
feel that I am capable of providing the necessary leadership as
well as keeping fellow students
aware of what their Congress is
dping and getting more students
involved."
The position of secretary is
being sought by Colleen Burns
and Peggy Doherty. Burns, a
history major, and resident of
Newport, R.I. is a junior, while
health services major Doherty is
a sophomore from Holbrook,
Mass.
Michael Welch is seeking reelection to the post of treasurer.
Welch, an economics major, is
running unopposed.

of the dorms I see that the students are showing an awareness
and concern in following the
regulations that are listed in the
handbook, which I am very
pleased with."
He added that we can't become
complacent, however, but must

inspection
By Ned Curamiskey

"continue all unfinished work begun this semester by the lifestyles committee. I also think it's
important to pick up where the
past Congress left off, and maintain open lines for communication between Congress and the
students and faculty."
A psychology major, Golden is
from South Windsor, Conn. " I am
running for Congress", said Golden, "because I feel that in order
for Congress to be effective it

one

exit is purposely

blocked,"
said Cunningham.
"The safety program in general,
especially the fire safety improvements, are going along on
schedule, and after the inspection

See INSPECTION, Page 8

Jobs

available
By CeMa Kettle
Looking for a job? Most students arc probably aware of the
College Work Study Program
(CWSP) but are not aware of
Providence College's off-campus
employment program. Unlike
CWSP, the employment program
is not restricted to financial aid
récipients.
Karen Lussier, newly appointed assistant director of financial
aid, Is coordinator of the program. The program serves as a
referral service to both students
seeking part-time employment
and the business community.

fcjfc See J O B S . Page 8
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News
Dominicans donate
bronze statues
depicting saints
Two bronze statutes sculpted
by the late Rev. Thomas M .
McGlynn, O.P. (1906-1977) arrived at P C in early December,
gifts of the Dominican fathers
and brothers of the American
Province of St. Joseph in Pietrasanta, Italy.
The statue of St. Dominic de
Guzman, the founder of the Dominican order, is situated in front
of Dominic Hall, the president's

residence. Dominic and Guzman
Halls are named after this saint;
hence, the placing of the statue
between these two buildings. The
bronze stands 6'6" tall and
weighs 500 pounds.
The seven-foot six-inch, 600pound rendering of St. Martin de
Porres graces the lawn of Martin
Hall, facing the library. Martin
Hall bears his name and houses
eight Dominicans. Both sculp-

tures were cast at Pietrasanta.
The expense of casting and shipping to the U.S. was paid by an
anonymous benefactor of the
Dominicans.
Father McGlynn was a noted
sculptor of religious subjects and
a member of the Providence
College faculty during the 1940s.
He was the inspirational force in
the founding of the Pietrasanta
summer program. A native of
California, Father McGlynn lived
in Pietrasanta, where he worked
as a sculptor and professor in the
program s art studies for the last
20 years of his life. In 1977 P C
awarded the 71-year-old artist an
honorary Doctor of Fine Arts
degree.
A third statue, a bronze twofoot bust of Pope John XXIII, also
sculpted and designed by Father
McGlynn, has been given to the
College by the Dominican fathers
and brothers. This bust will eventually be setup near the Art
Building on Lower Campus.

Around the Campus
Senior Portraits

Student Art Show

Senior portraits will be taken the week of January 22.
The fee for a resitting is $2.00.
Students may sign up at the
Information Desk in Slavin
Center.

A student art show opens today in the gallery of the Art
Building on the Lower Campus and will run through January 22. Gallery hours are
Monday to Thursday, 9 a.m. - 9
p.m., and Friday to Sunday, 12
p.m. - 5 p.m.

Congress Elections
The nomination period for
Student Congress class elections will be Wednesday, February 9. Nomination papers
may be picked up from 9:30
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. in the Congress Office. The campaign
will run from Saturday, February 10 to Wednesday, February 14, and election day is
set for Thursday, February 15.
Anyone who is a full-time
student and has a 2.0 cum is
eligible to run for office. The
offices available are president, vice president, secretary, treasurer and five representatives for the Classes of
1980, 1981 and 1982.

Georgetown Plan?
There will be an open meeting concerning alternatives to
the present room lottery system Monday, January 2 in
Aquinas 01 at 7 p.m. All are
invited to attend.

Blood Drive
The Knights of Columbus
will sponsor a blood drive next
Wednesday.

Obituary;

Richard E. Fritz Jr.
Richard E . Fritz J r . , director
of purchasing and personnel at
Providence College since 1967,
died December 20 at Peter Bent
Brigham Hospital in Boston He
was the husband of Elizabeth
(Dwyer) Fritz and the father of
Richard '79, Mary Beth '80,
Thomas and Judith Fritz, all of
Pawcatuck, Conn. He also leaves
his parents, Richard E . Fritz Sr.
and Kathleen (Gorman) Fritz of
Stonington.
He was born May 9,1931 in New
York City. He graduated from
Stonington High School in 1948
and received a degree in economics from P C in 1952. In 1962 he
obtained an M B A from the University of Connecticut.
A former member of the Stonington Board of Education, he

Rev. Giles R. Dimock, O.P., a
cousin of Mr. Fritz, was principal
celebrant and Rev. Thomas R.
Peterson, O.P., president of the
College, was preacher at a concelebrated Mass of Christian
Burial at St. Michael's Church.
The readings at the Mass were
given by his sons, and his daughters brought up the gifts at the Offertory.
The 4:30 p.m. Mass on Tuesday, January 23, will be celebrated in his memory.

St. Martin de Porres

St. Dominic

Faculty

The B o d y S h o p

Alcohol abuses
Alcohol is a drug and can be a
very dangerous one, if not used
responsibly. Alcohol is the most
misused drug in the U.S. It is
probably abused by more people
than all other drugs because
seven out of 10 adults drink alcoholic beverages.
Thus, it is important for people
to practice responsible drinking.
And what is responsible drinking? It is drinking alcohol in
moderation so as not to hurt yourself, your family or society.
Here are some facts you should
know about alcohol consumption :
1. ) Alcohol used in drinks of
various kinds is ethyl alcohol.
Unlilke many liquids consumed
by man, it has absolutely no nutritional value and does not follow
normal digestive patterns. Thus,
it is absorbed immediately into
the bloodstream through the
walls of the stomach and small
intestine.
2. ) Alcohol is retained in various organs in proportion to the
amount of water they contain.
3. ) Because the brain has a

coached youth basketball teams
in the Stonington Grammar
School League and teams from
St. Michael's C Y O and the
Y M C A . He was a communicant of
St. Michael's Church and a member of the Holy Name Society.

high concentration of blood,
which is 90 percent water, the
effect of alcohol on the central
nervous system is apparent very
soon, usually within minutes.
4.) Alcohol is slow to go. Once
in the bloodstream, it must be
broken down by the liver and
oxidized. The liver is able to
convert less than one-half ounce
of alcohol per hour into harmless
chemicals. Since the rate of
absorption is much higher than
the rate of conversion, the cumulative effect can cause intoxication at the end of a short time.
For example, if at a chug-a-lug
party you consume eight to 10
shots (l<6 ounces per shot), that
is 12 to IS ounces of alcohol, your
liver will only convert one-half
ounce of the 12 to 15 ounces. The
unconverted portion will cause
total intoxication, which results
in depression of the centra) nervous system, leading to cessation
( respiration and heart stoppage
u not medically treated. Kerr.ember, responsible drinking is
your responsibility.

survey
competes
The faculty survey committee
of the Student Congress of the
College has entered the student
course evaluation booklet in the
second Annual Better Information Project: Prizes in Education, a research project and
national college competition. The
faculty survey committee, cochaired by Brian Moran and
Linda Riley, was completed and
distributed in November of 1978.
Criteria for the judging will
include clarity in the communication of the project, i.e., student
evaluation, its accuracy and
thoroughness, readability, and
the degree to which the informational materials met the stated
goals of the project.
Each winning organizational
representative will receive $500
to donate to a student campus
project. Throughout the U.S., 12
winners will be selected by April
30,19».

Richard E . Fritz J r .

Affirmative Action
Committee meets
A meeting of the Affirmative
Action Committee was held at
Providence College last semester. Rev. Joseph J . Lennon, O.P.,
vice president for community
affairs at P C and the College's
affirmative action officer, presided over the meeting.
Other members present were
Sylvia Feldman from the University of Rhode Island; Ralph
D'Amico, J r . , Rhode Island College; Stanley Jakobiak, Roger
Williams College; Sheila Smith,
Rhode Island School of Design;
and William Burrell, Salve Regina Collgge.
Father Lennon arranged the
meeting so that each of the men.bers could meet one another and
discuss problems common to
each institution.
" T h e Affirmative Action Committee has shifted its focus from

earlier civil rights matters to
promoting
equal
opportunity
among peoples of all races and to
particularly battle gainst sex discrimination," said Father Lennon.
Feldman and D'Amico noted
that a faculty equity study had
been taken at their campuses.
The study was taken to determine
whether there is a sufficient
equity among women and minorities. In determining this equity,
such factors as the number of
courses taught, length of teaching services and amount of productivity are looked at.
Further discussion was held regarding ways to improve and
expand the Affirmative Action
Committee's services. The meeting was adjourned with plans for
an official meeting to be formulated.
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Lower Campus lookout:
Howley Hall houses seven disciplines
By Cathy Smith

At any state university or larger
school, the department buildings
are even more scattered."
According to Sawdy, the distance shouldn't deter students
from going to the Lower Campus
"Yet, evidence indicates to me
that students don't come down
often."
There has been talk of the business department moving to Lower Campus next September.
"We should get more students
if and when the business department moves. More faculty members will also be moving down. I
look for improvement when the
others move i n , " says King.

When was the last time you
took a trip to Lower Campus to
visit a teacher or just see what is
down there? One of the many
buildings is Howley Hall, situated
across from Fennell Hall. Here is
where teachers' offices and various departments are located.
Their hours are posted on each
door. Bulletin boards filled with
career and graduate school information line the halls. Individual
department news is also posted.
Sociology, anthropology and
social work program offices are
located on the first floor of
Howley. The second floor houses
the health services administration, philosophy and math departments. The political science
and
economics
departments
share the third floor.
Most faculty members at P C
find the location of Howley Hall
advantageous. Dr. John King,
chairman of the math department, says locale is not a major
factor in his preference for Howley Hall.
"It is far away, but I don't mind
it," he concedes. According to
King, the locale of Howley Hall
seems to have little effect on the
students' seeking help in a
course.
"It probably does affect the
students in the long run. But if
they are serious enough they'll
come," said King.
George Sawdy of the economics
department is puzzled about student apathy toward Lower Campus.
"It seems that the students, for
whatever reason, don't visit it as
often as they do other buildings.

According to Dr. Kevin Kelly of
the economics department, the
concentrations in Howley Hall go
well together.
"There is a lot of interaction
among teachers here. The third
floor bulletin boards offer information on public administration
and economics. Political science
is a part of the public administration program at P C . "
" F r o m my point of view, I
think it's great," asserts Kelly.
"The economics department's
principal students are business
majors anyway, so the business
department's move would be
helpful to us."

Checking the Social Work bulletin board

Drs. Riordan and Lena confer.

Dore Hall: "We've come here
and we're here to stay"
By Kathy DelSignore
This is the second semester
that women have lived in Dore
Hall. You remember that building, the one on lower campus that
seems like it's so far away. Well,
according to Donna McCaffrey,
assistant director of residence,
it's very close to the main campus in spirit and not all that far in
walking distance either.
"I don't think Dore women feel
isolated. I think it works the other
way
around."
McCaffrey
laughed, saying that a lot of
good-natured kidding goes on
among Dore women and the
women who live on Upper Campus.
"Upper Campus hesitates to
visit us because they think it's a
long walk. They think it's farther

away than it really is. We're not
missing out on the social life that
goes on at Upper Campus," said
McCaffrey," and, come to think
of it, we've had our share of
distinguished visitors." She mentioned that Father Dore, Father
Peterson, the College vice-presidents, and the deans for both the
graduate
and undergraduate
schools have dropped in.
Mel Leahey, Dore president,
concurred and said, " Y o u would
not call it isolation because the
girls that are down here want to
be. We have friends here as well
as on Upper Campus. We also
have events with Fennell. Other
male dorms want to do things
with Dore because it is a new
girl's dorm." The only disadvantage Mel mentioned is the walk to
classes in the rain. "But that's
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the only disadvantage," Leahy
said.
"We are making it work, and
very well," emphasized McCaffrey, in reference to the title of
the September 20 Cowl article on
Dore Hall which was 'We will
make it work'.
The general attitude at Dore is
a very good one, according to
McCaffrey. The factor that she
feels is responsible for their success is the women themselves.
"The dorm residents are excellent," said McCaffrey. "The
dorm president and council are
excellent. There is a balance here
between academics and social
growth."
There have been some problems, said McCaffrey, but they
were foreseen and have been controlled. The cockroach problem
and the problem with bats on the
third floor have been taken care
of by adding screens to all of the
windows. However, stated McCaffrey, the primary reason that
screens were added was for
security purposes. There was a
problem with male students
climbing in the first floor windows - and looking in. The
screens prevent anyone from
climbing in the dorm through the
windows - students or otherwise.
A more serious problem, which
involved "non-PC older men"
See DORE HALL, Page 8
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OPPORTUNITY:
Aggressive,
agreeable person
as campus
representative for
educational center.
Make your own
hours.
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Looking into an office.

Howley floor plan
Cowl photos by Dan Lund
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Time to get
moving on food
and variety store
The idea of instituting a convenience store on the Providence
College campus was first proposed two years ago. At first
glance, the project seems necessary and worthwhile. A convenience store, offering milk, soda,
cereal, bread and snack items,
would serve a real need for resident students. It would be located
somewhere on campus, mainly
for the benefit of the school's
residents, who do not have adequate transportation to visit the
larger supermarkets in the city
area.
What has followed since then
has been a trail of halted progress and bureaucratic roadblocks which for the present have
resulted in a total halt for this
project. It should not have to be
this way. The Cowl Editorial
Board feels that this question
must be resolved one way or
another. However, many changes
have occurred since Student Congress members Sharon Treacy
'80 and Lynn Laws '78 initiated
the bill in 1977.
Some of the most pressing
problems confronting the proposed store are the site of the
operation, funding for it, and
most recently the appearance of
competition in the form of a
nearby supermarket. Apparently
there are two main areas where a
food sales store could be located.
One possibility is the back of the
Service Building, where the new
Wooden Naval is located. There
is adequate freezer and storage
place, plus a loading dock at this
site.
The next, and possibly best,
location is Room 104 in Slavin
Center. Slavin Center is the best
travelled campus area, and one
which every resident visits at
least once a day. The hours at
Slavin would be 12 p.m. to 7 p.m.
five days a week and 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. on weekends.
The variety store is now envisioned as a type of non-profit

entity staffed by work-study students. To get it operational, a
$1200 loan is required. Another
major stumbling block is the
position of store manager. That
position wil 1 probably be filled by
a student. This person would be
responsible for tax records, bookkeeping and other complex business policies. It is too much to
expect a student to divide his
time between schoolwork and
managing the store. A full-time
administrator is needed, which
would require a full-time salary.
The latest roadblock for the
store proposal is the Value Land
Discount Food Mart located on
nearby Smith Street. The attractiveness of such a store so close to
campus is undeniable. The prices
are estimated to be lower than
anything the variety store could
approach. The only question is in
the convenience aspect. Would
students be willing to make a
half-hour trip with groceries
when a centrally located but
smaller store is right on campus?
Needless to say, the deeper one
delves into the question of food
sales, the more complex it appears. A poll was taken last year
to gauge student support and
interest last spring. For one
reason or another, the projected
financial statements have yet to
be processed by the P C business
department. The appearance of
the newly established Food Mart
would probably render that data
invalid by now, however.
The Cowl Editorial Board, feels
that a new poll should be developed. Now that an alternative to
the convenience store exists, this
new poll could establish once and
for all whether an on-campus
store is needed. If the poll determines that a store is necessary,
then the previous steps on the
College approval route - to the
advisory board and then to the
Committee on Administration would have to be retraced. If that
did indeed happen, it would be

redundant but at least it would be
a step in the right direction.
A lot of time and effort on the
part of Student Congress has
been put in on the food sales
question. If there is support for a
variety store on campus, and a
need for it, all available steps
should be taken to implement it.
An answer to the proposed store
must be forthcoming this semester. The stagnation and delay has
gone on long enough.

Calendar is burdensome
Vacations unevenly spaced
A favorite student occupation
at this or any college is complaining about vacation time, or rather, the lack of it. To hear students talk, it would seem that
time off from school is always too
short, and the school year too
lengthy. However, this semester
it looks like grumblers actually
have a point in their holiday
arguments.
This year Christmas vacation
lasted
approximately
three
weeks. In the second semester
there will be lone weekends from
February 2-4 and again in March
from the 2nd to the 4th. In April
the Easter vacation lasts from
the 12th to the 22nd. First off,
Christmas vacation at Providence College is anywhere from a
week to two weeks shorter than
other schools the size of P C . The
argument against this is, unlike
other neighboring colleges, we
enjoy a lengthy break around
Easter time.
The Cowl Editorial Board feels
that PC's policy of Easter vacations should be re-examined.
One reason for amending the
holiday policy is that students go
more than two and one-half
months without any substantial

time off. The two long weekends
do not allow students who live
any distance away to return
home for the recess. But more
importantly, following the Easter
vacation there are just eight
school days left in the semester.
After that is reading period and
then exams.
The entire semester seems
somewhat bottom-heavy in relation to vacation time. By the time
vacation is completed, for all intents and purposes, the semester
is completed. Students who usually take that time off to do
papers and projects most likely
will find that option denied to
them because of the lateness of
the recess.
We feel that this problem could
best be alleviated by re-arranging the long March weekend and
Easter vacation. The long April
vacation could be exchanged for
the week of march 4-10. The next
step would be to turn Easter into
a "long weekend" lasting from
Holy Thursday until Easter Monday. The Cowl Editorial Board
realizes that implementing such
changes this term are impossible. Still, we feel that future^
. v i . V i - *i.'.\»> A V . - . '
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calendars should be correctly
balanced in regard to vacation.
Where is it chiselled in stone
that P C vacation time is subject
to the falling of Easter each
spring? It would seem that practicality should supersede school
tradition in this case. When the
question of scheduling first came
up a few years ago, there was
considerable input, both from
students and administration. Originally a two-vacation plan did
exist but was shelved. But under
this plan, graduation did not take
place until May 29. It was rejected because of energy conservation complications, and the feeling that students would have
problems getting summer jobs
after leaving school so late. We
are now operating on a schedule
that ends school on May 2nd with
March included as a long weekend as a result of a past Student
Congress meeting.
In sum, this semester's schedule is burdensom, both for the
student and the professor. It
needs to be revised utilizing once
again student and administration
input.
not
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"First, to publish the faculty survey; second, to promote increased student awareness and
involvement ; and third, to hold a
Student Leadership Exchange
Conference. I'm pleased to say
that we have achieved success in
i all three areas."
Other
accomplishments
' achieved during the year include
the conversion of Dore Hall from
a male to a female dormitory, the
formation of prepatory courses
for the G R E ' s , GMAT's and
LSAT's, setting up an off-campus
directory, the installation of an
intramural director, the formation of an Academic Grievance
Committee, providing a kitchen
in Fennell, and the re-institution
of the Rathskellar happy hour, to
list just a few.
Barnes proceeded to congratulate various members who devoted service to PC and Congress. "Lastly, and most importantly, I'd like to thank the
executive board. Without their efforts and hard work, Congress
just wouldn't have been as successful as it was."

Student Congress
farewell meeting
December 10 marked the last
meeting of 1978 for Congress
members. This was the final time
that Ellen Barnes, Mary-Eilleen
Mclntyre, and Rose Hernandez
would serve Congress in their
respective capacities of President, vice-president and secretary.
The meeting was marked by
expressions
of appreciation
among the various committees
and classes, and thanks were
extended all across the board.
President Vinny Campion reported that over 50 events were
run this semester by the BOG. A
successful schedule of events is
anticipated for the spring term.
Lifestyles committee chairper-

son Sue Berg listed as goals for
second semester the continuation
of work on the library coffee
lounge, the food and variety
store, and a campus recycling
center.
President Ellen Barnes reflected on the events of the past year.
"Two hundred and ninety-five
days ago, Sunday, February 19 to
be exact, the first Congress meeting of the 1978-79 year was held.
Since then over 21 Congress
meetings have passed, and over
150 committee meetings have
been held since that momentous
occasion."
Barnes recalled three major
goals which were set aside as
objectives of her term in office.

P h o t o hints

Cowl announces
photo contest
By Daniel J . Lund
For the past several months
many people have approached
me inquiring about photography.
They have been interested in
types of cameras, filmSjprinting,
flash units, lenses, etc. There has
also been a steady increase in the
number of Cowl photographers.
This type of enthusiasm in
amateur photography has been
witnessed all over the country in
recent months. The major cam-

era companies have launched
multi-million dollar advertising
campaigns to try and catch this
new, excited market. Since so
many of us enjoy taking pictures,
but haven't yet learned all the
tricks, this will be the first in a
series of articles giving tips on
photography.
I will cover everything from instamatic to 35mm photography.
There will be reports on new
cameras - what, when and where
to buy - as well as my personal

recommendations. Should you
disagree with my choices or have
any other tips, I encourage your
letters.
Beginning this week, The Cowl
will be sponsoring a mystery
photo contest. Each week there
will be a photograph of something
or someone on the P C campus
and it will be up to you to find out
who or what the photo depicts. At
the end of the week a winner will
be chosen. He or she will win
tickets to a sports event, a pizza
or some other prize to be announced the date the photo is
published. The names of the
prize-winners will be published
each week.
The rules are as follows :
1. ) All P C students and alumni
are eligible (faculty staff and
members of The Cowl are not
eligible).
2. ) The photo will be of someone or something that is in plain
view and is seen daily by students.
3. ) You may enter as often as
you like.
4. i Entries must be submitted
to the Cowl Office by 3 p.m. on the
Friday immediately following
the publications.
5. ) In case of a tie a random
drawing will be done to determine the winner.
6. ) Winners must wait three
weeks before they are eligible to
participate in the contest.
7. ) All entries must be written
on an entry blank or a 3 x 5 index
card.
8. ) All entries must contain the
following information: name,
year, box number, telephone
number, what the photo is, and
where it was taken.
This week's prize will be two
tickets to the St. Bonavenutre-PC
basketball game on February 2.
Good luck and happy hunting.

Debate

Thoughts w h i l e shaving

Resolutions
for the new year
By Bradford C. Brown,
John M . Taylor and
Stephen F . Callahan
It's 1979, a new year. As with all
new years it is a time for reflection, a time to sit back and think
about all that went on in 1978 and
then make the annual New
Year's resolutions. They are as
follows:
1. ) All students will either have
to move off campus or face the
proverbial song "Here a fine,
there fine, every where a fine,
fine".
2. ) Never to drink another drop
of punch without knowing the
contents prior to imbibing
3. ) To purchase a pair of
" B e a n " boots, a down vest, and a
backgammon board as part of the
winter uniform and activities.
4. ) Never to take a bite into a

Mural grinder until first cr ec í,
the roll for concrete 'evel.
5. ) Never to complain when ; e
room is 25 degrees, because you
know that tomorrow it wiK be
well above 90.
6. ) Never to compiain about the
paper in the bathroom because
the administration might find out
that sandpaper is cheaper
7. ) To change the name on the
weekly menu from "boneless
breasted chicken" to the more
common term, "half pigeon."
8. ) To remember to " B U Z Z "
on 91 and tip your head, not point,
on a "Figliano".
9. ) To go more often to the New
Naval this semester, than last ...
where is the New Naval?
10. ) To attend all 8:30's on Monday and all 2:30's on Friday.
Subject matter to change, 9 out of
10 isn't bad...

Business dept. to shift
The third floor of Harkins Hall
no longer satisfies the needs of
PC's department of business administration. Chaired by Dr.
Ronald Cerwonka, the department has outgrown the single
corridor which is currently headquarters for its accounting, finance, management and marketing programs.
Repairs on Lower Campus's
Richardson Hall, located directly
behind the new Wooden Naval,
will begin this summer; by the
fall of '79 it will be appropriately
renovated to fit the needs of the
department.
Cerwonka explained that "no
official pronouncement as to who
will move into the old space has
been made. Perhaps those faculty members who are currently
using offices in the library will
move to Harkins."

In addition to larger office and
classroom space, it was necessary for the College to expand
faculty employment in the business department to accommodate rising student enrollment.
Newly hired instructors include
Scott Sandstrom (accounting and
management), David A. Riccio
(marketing), and Joseph A.
Gemma (management and statistics). Roger Cyr (finance) was
hired mid-semester.
Gemma feels that the decision
to move to Lower Campus resulted "due to the fact that the
department has grown so immensely. Students have come to
realize the importance of business in getting a job; therefore,
we're cramped to that need more space as well as additional
faculty."

Mystery Photo Entry Blank
name.
box no.

year
phone no.

What photo is
Where it was taken

team
competes
Where is it?
Find out and you may win 2 ticketstothe St. Bonaventure game.

Mrs. Fritz
thanks PC family
Dear Editor,
Once again I am turning to The
Cowl to convey my deepest gratitude to everyone at Providence
College. The many acts of kindness during my husband's recent
illness and death will never be
forgotten. The concern shown for
him and our family during this
period more than justified his
love of the College and the P C
family.

I sincerely wish I could thank
everyone personally for the many
cards, Mass cards, flowers and
personal attendance at his funeral. Words just can't express
how deeply we appreciated
everything. We have found great
consolation in the many tributes
paid to him.
,
MMI s i p ^ ^ y , Mrs"Richard E . Fritz, Jr.
A M

The Providence College debate
team is beginning the second
semester on a hopeful note, coming off a very strong showing in
the first semester at the Vassar
College Debate Tournament. In
that tournament, Henry Monti '79
and Peter Comerford '80 tallied a
4-2 record, finishing fifth overall.
The Friars were in the thick of
the contest, reaching the quarter
finals before losing to Fordham,
the eventual tournament champion. Comerford received an honorable mention speaker award
for his efforts.
In the Brown University tournament, also held in the first
semester, Donna DiStefano '81
and Frank Manni '82 combined to
achieve a 3-3 record. This young
team of a freshman and sophomore finished in the top half of
the field.
Looking ahead, the P C debaters will be very busy in the
second semester. Among tournaments scheduled are McGill University (Feb. 8-10), Princeton
University (Feb. 15-17), and Columbia University.

Remember when? Even at a tender age, young Vincent Campion
had a flair for organization. Here Vinnie is seen recruiting youngsters for his neighborhood executive board. Just look at him now,
folks. Yabba, dabba, dabba.
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Student fitness for the witless
By David Amaral
Do you become winded after a
short stint on a Harkins Hall
stairway? Is soft, white flesh
mysteriously forming around
your midsection? If so, you may
be victim of a syndrome that hits
college students this time of year.
This post-teen crisis, or Studentiasys, comes with the realization that your day is nothing
more than sitting at lectures, followed by sitting to study. This
non-energetic lifestyle turns into
a habit. Nightly sit-ups dwindle
until they become nothing more
than an all-out lie-down. Lethargy sets in until the student finally succumbs to ennui.
But things need not be this
way! Several student groups
have formed to combat this listless physical existence while attending to their studies at the
same time.
A handful of political science
majors, for example, have taken
up jogging. "This will prepare us
for our career as lawyers," one
student said. "We plan our day
exactly as a lawyer would. Up at
five in the morning for a jog, then
breakfast: a double martini.
More jogging until lunch lime: a
triple martini. Then jogging for
the rest of the afternoon until
dinner."
" A quadruple martini?" I
asked.
"No, no, one needs a balanced
diet," he said. "We have whiskey

straight instead."
A group of philosophy majors
has taken a different approach to
exercise through what they call
the Rene Descartes Trim-ErWaist Program. One student says
"Yes, you too can trim away
inches of unwanted flab by studying the philosophy of Rene Descartes. Cartesian dualism is
guaranteed to be low in calories,
and great for the tummy and
hips." Here's how it works:
The student must first reach a
point of Universal Methodic
Stout. This is a stage where
everything a person says or does
is geared toward laziness or
corpulence. At this moment, the
Cartesian principle of fitness
comes in: " I exercise, therefore,
I a m . " Soon after this, the student is well on his way to a
healthier lifestyle.
A third group of students,
foreign language majors, manages to exercise and study simultaneously in the Rathskellar.
While curling an eight-ounce
glass of beer, they practice slurring words in French, German,
and Pig Latin.
Another
student,
Marvin
Schtungg, has conquered fitness
through help of the biology department. Schtungg, once a 90pound physics major with thick
glasses and greasy black hair, is
now a handsome 300-pound linebacker for the P C football team.
How did he do it?
" E a s i l y , " Schtungg said. "The

to the dogs
By Zeus GUroy

Recently, the Providence College campus has been overrun by
what is estimated by security official Steve DeLeonardo to be a
pack of approximately one female and 15 male dogs.
What exactly are they doing on
the College grounds? De Leonardo reported: "They're keeping

the priests and students awake at
night. They snap, bark and are a
nuisance."
The problem has been an ongoing one for about a month. The
chief complaint with this animals
are their nightly prowls, although
some students claim to have seen
them be vicous. In fact, before
PC recessed for the Christmas
holiday, a coed, apparently
frightened by the barking strays,
sought refuge by climbing a
nearby tree. The girl reportedly
stayed there for over five minutes, during which time security
officials were alerted and drove
the pack from the area.
Apparently, the dog warden for
the city of Providence has been
alerted of the problem, though De
Leonardo stated that they "were

notified a few times, but never
showed." Dismayed, students
and faculty seem to echo one prevailing question concerning the
canines: "Can't anything be
done'"
One freshman angrily stated,
"This is not a playground for
these animals, but I'd hate to see
it get to the point where they have
to be put away. Who else can be
notified?" (The dog warden, in
fact, told The Cowl that the dogs,
if hauled away, would become
city property if not claimed within a time span of five days.)
Until such time as this problem
is remedied, some students have
attempted to suggest plausible
reasons for the appearance of the
dogs, while others have come up
with clever solutions to a problem
that has been "hounding" school
officials for a month.

Scenes from last year's Spring Week
(Thursday
through
Sunday).
Campion foresees no problems
with this as he envisions "better
entertainment compacted into a
few days rather than stretched
out for a whole week."
A contest produced by the BOG
will offer a prize for the best
slogan for this year's Spring
Weekend. Other new activities in
students may attend away hockthe planning stages are cookouts,
ey games as well as Yankee and
an off-campus formal, and the
Red Sox baseball games. Trips to
continuation of coffee-houses
spend a Sunday afternoon in
Newport, a Saturday in New which will feature PC students as
entertainment.
York City, or a weekend up north
for skiing are also being arIn accordance with the past,
ranged. Several trips to the Medmovies will be shown on campus,
ieval Manor add to the B O G such as The Spy Who Loved Me,
agenda.
All the President's Men and
Julia. A concert-movie featuring
Assorted functions are prothe Grateful Dead is scheduled
jected by the social committee. A
for April 6 in the '64 Hall. Lec"Sweetheart's Dance" is schedtures and concerts are also in the
uled for Valentine's Day, with its
works for the BOG.
motto being, as put by the committee chairperson, "Bring a
The above is just a sample of
sweetheart, or find one there."
what the BOG hopes to do this
semester.
"Things come up
For all those students of Irish
every day," stated Campion, who
descent and all those who pretend
is confident that this semester's
to be, a St. Patrick's Day party
events will be better than ever.
will be held in the entire Union on
March 16, which clears the calendar on the 17th for those who wish
to board the buses, provided by
the B O G , to New York City.
DRIVERS
Spring Weekend will take place
at the end of March rather than in
April, due to the late Easter
On-campus student needs to
vacation. Because of complaints
borrow a car every Monday
registered by the Dean's Office
night to drive to music lessons
that classrooms were virtually
in Gloucester. Car is needed
empty during last year's revelfor approx. 2 ' hours. Experries, the week-long festivities
ienced driver. Will pay double
have been severed to a weekend
the gas cost. Call Richard at

BOG events
in the offing
By Joyce Simard

PC goes

I have been told that it's a
"dog-eat-dog" world; yet, I never
quite understood the implications
of such a statement until I
received my first assignment for
The Cowl last week.

biology department had a football player on hand with only half
a brain. They simply transplanted my grey matter into his
nearly vacant cranium. Now I
have a physically fit body with
genius to match."
"But what did they do with the
football player's piece of brain?"
I asked.
"Oh, a biology professor took
it. You see, he had none."
The main problem with these
fitness programs seems to be that
once the students are fit, they
tend to drop their studies and join
a varsity team. I spoke to one of
these "converters' who had this
to say:
"Mornin', David."
Actually, he didn't have to say
anything; his credentials spoke
for him. Three hundred goals
scored, 500 assists, seven missing
teeth, free room and board, a free
PC automobile, and at the end of
the year, a million dollar pro
contract.
"Is the interview over, David?
I got to get to Schneider Arena."
" T o work out?" I asked.
"No, to buy i t . "

Well, here we are once again,
facing a brand new semester. By
now, we have all had time to
make resolutions pertaining to
bettering our study habits, insisting upon that 4.0, and contemplating upon how to get to the library
by way of Louie's. We have all,
however, left at least a few hours
a week for pure socializing,
which raises the ever-popular
question, "What is there do do?"
Vinny Campion, president of the
Board of Governors, provides the
answer.
The BOG has worked diligently
in the past to provide P C students
with such entertainment as
Kenny Loggins, NRBQ, Rizzz,
The Young Adults, and the International Beerfest. This semester
should be no different, according
to Campion. Each committee of
the BOG will sponsor various
forms of entertainment.
Beside the annual trips to
Florida and Bermuda during the
Easter recess, which the BOG
travel committee sponsors along
with the Dillon Club, a number of
smaller excursions are planned.
Buses are to be provided so that

2

One coed in Dore, for example,
is seeking a harness for the 16
strays in the hopes of hitching a
team to transport her to Upper
Campus throughout the winter
months.

Award winning
poet to read

There is always the possibility,
another suggested, that the dogs,
which can be spotted frequenting
Phillips Memorial Library and
hanging around Slavin Center,
are reincarnated graduates back
to haunt the grounds for a few
more semesters.

Paul Petrie, an award-winning
poet whose original work has appeared in more than 50 publications, will be featured at the fifth
reading of the Providence College Poetry series on Tuesday,
January 23, in Aquinas Lounge at
8 p.m.

Rumor has it that the chefs in
Raymond Cafeteria have heard
the growls of what was until now
thought to be hunger pangs of
undergrads waiting for their tender, delectable meal portions.
The Cowl has learned, however,
that these are the sounds of 16
salivating dogs waiting outside
for a share of the nightly leftovers.

Petrie's work has appeared in
Atlantic Monthly, Poetry, New
Yorker, Esquire, Hudson Review, Yankee, New York Times,
Paris Review, Saturday Review,
and Quarterly Review of Literature, among others. In addition,
he has published five collections
of original poetry, the most recent being Light From the Furnace Rising with Copper Beech
Press of Brown University in
1978. The Race With Time and the
Devil, a publication of Golden
Quill Press in 1965, was a selection of The Book Club for Poetry.

In fact, these
four-legged
friends have proved to be quite
versatile and talented creatures.
Mark Kelley, senior class president, reportedly learned his famous bark under the guidance of
his canine comrades. When asked
what they thought of Providence
College ufe, I received a candid,
pointed reply: " R u f f ! "

Petrie has also had his poetry
reprinted in twelve anthologies,
including Doubleday's
recent
Treasury of American Poetry,
and The New Yorker Book of

Poems. Petrie received the Borestone Mountain Poetry Award in
1960,1962,1968 and 1976.
A member of the University of
Rhode Island's English department since 1959, Petrie earned
both his bachelor's and master's
degree at Wayne State University. He holds a doctorate from
the State University of Iowa.
The Providence College Poetry
Series is sponsored by the College's English department.

BIRTHRIGHT
COUNSELING:
Pregnant? Troubled about
it? Get practical help, free
pregnancy testing, and
counseling at birthright
counseling.
Call (collect)
467-4545, 24 hours a day.

3250.

SKI P A S S &
LODGING
•
J K tax Nota Not
• « V •Hacina OK »
^aa»^»«F Jan 1, iWtand
Fab 16-25. 197V.

A special midweek plan including an ALL DAY SKI PASS
TO GUNSTOCK. overnight
lodging and use of all Margate
facilities Enjoy our 2 restaurants and night club with
top bands. Healed Indoor
pool, whirlpool and sauna. Ski
any day Monday through Friday, lodging any day Sunday
through Thursday
WRITE FOR
FREE COLOR,BROCHURE

márgate
RI. 3. LaconuTNH
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Belshazzar's
Feast

Opening
at
Trinity

On Monday, May 7, the Providence College Chorus will join the
Rhode Island College Chorus and
Orchestra in a performance of Sir
William Walton's "Belshazzar's
Feast".
"This is a very large, very
modern, and very challenging
oratorio," says choral director
Rosalind Chua. "We have not
attempted any work of this magnitude before, and we need more
voices in our chorus, particulary
men's voices, in order to achieve
the balance and numbers required by the music, which is
scored for double mixed choir,
large orchestra, organ, percussion, and two brass ensembles."
Miss Chua promises " a lot of
hard work, enjoyment, and participation in a performance that
will be memorable."
"Belshazzar's Feast",
first
performed in 1931, is a rousing
landmark in 20th century English
music, which rejuvenated the
popular conception of Biblical
oratorio. Following an introductory section from Isaiah's prophecy of the destruction of Babylon, the music vividly portrays
the crude splendor and barbarity
of Belshazzar's court and the
Feast.
The wild rioting and frenzied
drunkenness of the orgy culminate in the appearance of a
man's fingers writing on the wall
"Mené, Mené, Tekel Upharsin,"
and the subsequent violent destruction of Babylon. The last section is a mighty hymn of praise
celebrating the joy of deliverance
and the destruction of the heathen.
"We'll make a lot of noise doing
this, and we really welcome more
noise-makers to the chorus," concludes Miss Chua.

Trinity Square Repertory Company has begun production of
The Shadow Box, Michael Cristofer's award-winning drama.
Directed by long-time Trinity
Rep acting company member
Peter Gerety, the play opened in
the downstairs theatre on January 12 and will play through
February U .

Lysistrata in regional competition
By Dan Foster
The recently presented P C
theatre arts program production
of Lysistrata has been selected
by the American Theatre association as a representative at the
regional competition of the
American College Theatre Festival in Bridgeport, Connecticut.
Forty plays were entered in the
New England competition. Lysistrata is one of six selected to participate in the regional competition. Nationwide, over 400 colleges representing 13 regions
entered the Festival.
Lysistrata will be presented on
the evening of January 25, the
first day of the three-day festival.
Judges present will select the
outstanding school(s) who will
take their productions to the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C.
for public viewing.
In addition to the selection of

One down:
One to go
By Steve Litchenfels
Yes, Irene, there is a second
semester in progress, in case
you've joined us late. As always
around this time, highways and
airports are clogged with travelers of college persuasion returning to their respective school for
another semester's work. Fortunately, this year no P C students
were caught in this dilemma, for
this year Providence returned for
its second session before most
college students realized that
they had a second semester to
return to.
One of a students first indications that he-she is back to school
is the bewildering number of
times they are asked questions,
all of which sound like "how was
your vacation?" This type of
question is often confusing for a
college student at this time of
year, since most students are just
beginning to learn how to answer
that ever-present vacation question that your parents' friends
always ask, "How did school
go?" or "How was your semester
at college?"
Many students are bewildered
by these questions since everyone
knows that you never tell your
parents' friends what a good time
you had at Brad's the night
before you woke up with a headsplitting hangover that you had to
take home with you, or about that
one girl you met who actually
wore nothing but her toga to that
toga party you went to in October. The point where most students choke is when they must
say something intellectual and
meaningful, and still not mention
their GPA.
This confusion remains as students returning to school are
faced with answering questions
about their vacation and still not
mention their G P A . Many stu-

The cast
includes Robert
Black, Sudie Bond, Timothy
Crowe, E d Hall, David C. Jones
-Mina Manente, Barbara Meed,
Margo Skinner, Jeff Duarte and
Danny Pina.

Lysistrata as a regional finalist,
Pamela Pitou, who plays the title
role, has been nominated as a
finalist for the Irene Ryan scholarship, a $1000 trust fund set up
by Miss Ryan - " G r a n n y " of "The
Beverly Hillbillies" - which was
established to provide scholarships regionally and nationally
for the most promising young
actors in the festival. Pilou will
audition in Bridgeport for the
scholarship.
In preparation for the competition, students spent most of the
past vacation rebuilding the set
of Lysistrata, as it must be able
to travel by truck to Bridgeport.

Awarded both the 1977 Pulitzer
Prize for Best Drama and the
Antoinette Perry (Tony) Award
for Best Play, The Shadow Box
Of special interest to Proviwas the playwright's first Broaddence College is the fact that
way production. A sensitive and
among the judges at the festival
perceptive celebration of life, this
will be William Gibson, author of
drama was described by the New
PC's next production (February
York Times critic Clive Barnes
21-25), The Miracle Worker.
as "exciting...triumphant ... an
important, touching and courageous play".
A special "send-off" performance will be presented on the
Designers for the production
evening of January 23 in '64 Hall.
are: Robert D. Soule, scenery;
All seats will cost $2.00 to help
John F . Custer, lighting; Ann
offset transportation costs.
Morrell, costumes.
Tickets for The Shadow Box
are on sale at the Trinity Rep box
The festival dates are January
office, 201 Washington Street,
25 - 27, at the University of
Providence, R.I. For further inBridgeport. Information on performation and ticket reservaformance time and tickets as
well as directions may be ob- tions, call the box office at (401)
351-4242.
tained by calling 865-2327.

February means Fribourg
By Kathleen O'Neill

Picture, if you will, a small
European city set against the
beautiful Swiss backdrop of
white-capped mountains; a fairytale land where sidewalks are
swept daily, and manure is masterfully fashioned into braided
piles.
One's imagination may seem to
dents can brag about the deal
be the only place where a town of
they made with the postman at
such fascination can exist. This is
Thanksgiving to watch for a thin
a true-to-life place, however, so
white envelope from P C and
true-to-life that in February
make sure to leave it under the
about 40 members of the Provimat at the door and not in the
dence College family will begin a
mailbox. Unfortunately, the postsix-month sojourn as students
man hid the tuition bill which arand tourists in this intriguing city
rived before the grades. So while
called Fribourg.
many parents were overjoyed
The Providence-in-Europe prothat their son or daughter's secgram affords students the opporond semester was apparently
tunity to sample the European
free, many students gave their
educational system at the Uniparents a tuition bill that had a
versity of Fribourg. Students in
1.8 G P A .
the American College Program
Another sure sign that school is
are allowed to take as many as
in session here at Providence is
five courses, each one taught in
the appearance of all the same
French or German. The more
old girls with the new monogramcompetent a student is in the
med Dean sweaters, and new
language, the wider his course
Levi's, and new clogs, not to menchoices are.
tion those gum-soled, multiAmerican students must accolored Bear mocassins (you
commodate themselves into the
know, the ones that look like
European educational system,
duck's feet).
which is less three-credit-minded, less exam-oriented, and more
Yes, now only 92 per cent of all
erratic, schedule-wise than the
PC girls have the same sweaters
American college system.
and turtlenecks to match. The
Because European students
same goes for the men's 100 per
are examined only twice during a
cent
waterproof
Timberlane
four-year college program (at the
boots and chamois shirts. You
end of each semester. This more
can see that many of the boots
relaxed atmosphere may be the
have not yet been laced, even
reason that most students return
though they are on their owner's
to P C with a higher grade point
feet, and you can see the chamois
average.
shirts inside their fully-open
Travelling through the Eurodown coats in the 10 degree
pean paradise is another imporweather. But it's all part of growtant part of this learning ading up and being in college.
venture. Fribourg's ideal locaThere s no way to mistake being
tion and the efficiency of the
back at P C .
European train network allow the
explorer greater mobility. Two
After the first week of parties,
hours spent travelling in any
wearing all of your new clothes,
direction from Switzerland will
buying new books and beer, and
bring the adventurer to another
picking up that chickadee you
exciting European country.
noticed in Civ last semester,
The scr » ! schedule offers
you'll all be set for the longest
many occasions for travel. Fullsemester on record here at Proviyear
students can get acquainted
dence. So cheer up Charlie, it
with the European countryside
could be worse. You could be a
from mid-September to mid-Ocsenior, or you could be Dan Lund.

tober before the first semester
begins. The touring student can
enjoy another month of travel
between mid-March and midApril. And of course there are the
weekends for short excursions.
When the academic year ends in
July, students are free to explore
European even more.
Paul Gallagher, a former
member of the PC English department, has been resident director in Europe for P C and La
Salle College (Philadelphia) for
the past five years. His duties
include arranging schedules and
living quarters, and everything in
between.
A five-day tour through Frankfurt and Munich, led by Gallagher, will be a most pleasurable
orientation for the second-semester American students. This will
provide the company with a
golden opportunity to get acquainted.
Living arrangements in F r i bourg will be quite a change of
pace for most American students
who have become accustomed to

dormitory life. Students reside in
private, off-campus homes. This
gives students more of an opportunity to learn about European
culture.
Landlords are usually older
women, widows with an extra
room to rent. Gallagher tries to
pair students with landlords of
compatible
character.
Most
homes are within walking distance of the University. Meals
are usually eaten in cafes or at
the University.
The only complaint one is likely
to hear about this European Adventure is that it was too short.
According to Dr. Rodney Delasanta, the two-semester program
is to the student's advantage
from the viewpoint of finances,
culture, travel and language. The
cost of the two semesters at the
University of Fribourg, including
tuition, round-trip air fare and
lodgings, is $3300. The cost of one
semester is $2300.
Day-to-day expenses are high
in Fribourg, but as Delasanta
stated, "It is still a bargain."

VOTE
BRIAN MORAN
for

STUDENT CONGRESS
PRESIDENT
- 3 Years experience on Congress 2 Years as Faculty Survey Chairman

BRIAN M O R A N
Student Congress
President
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Dore Hall:
Interested In Law School?

PROVIDENCE
COLLEGE
A s A Service To The Students Has Severed
Attorneys O n Campus If You Feel That You
Want Information O n :

. . . LAW S C H O O L S
. . . L.S.A.T. EXAMINATION
BOOKLETS
. . . L.S.A.T. P R A C T I C E
BOOKLETS
Or
. . . G E N E R A L INFORMATION
Please Feel Free To Contact
Any Of The Attorneys O n Campus
(Mr. Walsh, Has A Collection
Of Law School Catalogues)
Or
The Counseling Center
Or

Telephone
865-2193 or 865-2241
Any Day After Four P. M .

Four months later
( Continued from Page 3)

A

Or
Fill In The Information Below
A n d Leave The Coupon A t
The Main Switchboard In
Harkins Hall

see more activities at Dore. " F o r
example,"
she
commented,
"everything is in the quad like all
the spring events There is a lot of
room down here to do things."
She mentioned that there is a
track in back of Dore and a grill
"so we can have barbecues. It
would be really nice," said
Leahey, " i f the school planned
activities down here."

sitting in their cars in the parking
lot late at night with no purpose
except to leer at the girls; this
was solved by the addition of
lights at the gate and around the
building.
Contrary to popular belief.
Dore was not made more livable
because women are there. It's'he
same as when the guys had it.
according to McCaffrey. "It was
painted, but that wasn't because
girls were moving in. Rather, it
was because Dore was due to be
painted according to the threeyear cycle. A stove, sink and
refrigerator were added in the
basement. Other additions included shower curtains, hairwashing sinks, and the screens."
The figure cited in the September 20 Cowl article of $45,000 $50,000 for internal renovations
covered, according to McCaffrey,
the paint job, screens, shower
curtains, and sinks McCaffrey
said she would not ask for carpet
because Dore is a quiet dorm
The door jambs are wooden, so it
is more quiet than Meagher, for
example, where the metal jambs
make the sound of a door closing
reverberate many times.
McCaffrey feels that Dore has
its own identity. "I think the type
of girls we have here are already
independent. They are an adventurous sort, making it work very
well. We have first-class women
here. They're mature, growing,
laughing people."
There is one thing that could be
added to Dore, according to
McCaffrey. "I would like to see a
suite for a priest in residence.
The other girl's dorms have
them, but we don't here." McCaffrey said she's looking forward to
spring at Dore "because the outside recreational facilities will be
an enriching factor to the dorm
lifestyle."
Leahey said she would like to

/A

Job referral

Fire
safety
inspection
(Continued from Pagel)
continue to improve all aspects of
safety at PC. He ended by saying
that any student who thinks
something could be done to improve the safety features of the
dorms should let him or the housing office know. "This is a big
place, there is a lot of area to
cover, and I need all the help that
I can get from the students and
faculty."

Being a young man today isn't easy. You're really at the beginning
of your life. But life, even with its conflict, poverty, social, moral
* environmental decay, holds more promise today than ever
/y*
before. Many trusted institutions do not seem so permanent
anymore. Our schools, police and government suffer profane and
^ \,
« a l and physical attacks. The family, strongest of all social
units, is threatened by new pressures. Sure, it's enough to
make you wonder about your future . . . and worry about it.
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good. We often have employers
call us looking for a Providence
College student in particular."
As to the future of the program.
Laing commented, "As the program continues to expand we
hope to be able to provide students with an increasing number
of employment opportunities, including several career-related
work experiences which would
provide for a practical application of the education they are
receiving here at Providence
College."

Lussier, along with Jon Laing. a
junior business administration
major, who is the assistant coordinator of the program, has been
expanding the program in an
effort to accommodate the increasing number of students who
are seeking part-time employment.
The program is also being
developed
to
provide
more
career-related work experiences
for students. Any student interested in a volunteer internship
with the Rhode Island Division on
Youth program should contact
Lussier for further information.
Lussier welcomes all interested students to come to the
Financial Aid Office to register
and look through their job listings. Jobs available are divided
into categories ranging from
those of a general unskilled nature to those requiring specific
skills of educational background.
Lussier commented, " A n important factor in helping to make
the program work is to receive
feedback from students. We ask
all students who have used our
service to let us know if they were
successful in finding a job so that
once filled, we can update our
files.
"The success rate of P C students finding jobs has been quite
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" A l l in a l l , " said McCaffrey, "I
think the president's decision to
go here was a good one. There is a
better mixture of population You
see guys and girls down here
now. It's a better blend " She
feels the girls' presence is like
saying "Here we are - we've
come here and we're here to
stay."

^°
y - There's something
making tomorrow's world a better one. You
m e n
a r e
k' fc
eliminate social
inequity and poverty, and drugs . . . working to
restore respect for their country.
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Name
A s a Catholic, you can join other young men who
want to keep your faith a strong one. You can join
in answering the reckless critics of our Catholic
faith, those who, unable to keep the laws of God, wish
to eliminate them. You can be part of a united
expression of our Catholic beliefs, demonstrating
that living them helps your family, your Church and
•„
your community.

Year

Major

Telephone

Best Time To Call

If Y o u D o Not Feel That Y o u
Need Information O r Assistance
Regarding The L a w
A n d A Legal Career
Mr. Patrick Conley
Mr. Saul Segal
Mr. T. W. Travis
Or
Judge Stephen Walsh
Would Certainly Enjoy Meeting
A n d Talking With Y o u

If you are a Catholic male, IS or older, eager to
exercise the principles of Charity, Unity, Fraternity
and Patriotism in shaping a better tomorrow, the
Knighta of Columbus want you. If you are willing
to lend a little of your time to your community and

church, the Knights of Columbus need you. In
return, membership in the Knights of Columbus will
bring you the rewards of dedicated service. You will
j
communication and interaction with others
prominent in your community,

y

o

e n

u

r

o y

„
. ,
. . .
™
,,
.
It won't be a work, either. The Knights enjoy a
.,
,
'
*
*
wide range of recreational activities that you can
enjoy with your family and friends.
3

You will be eligible to participate in the Knighta of
Columbus Insurance Program. Available orrly to
Knights and their families, it has provided millions
insurance benefits.

] n

These are only a few of the many opportunities open
to you.
Tomorrow belongs to you. . . . If you want to do more
than worry about it, think about becoming a Knight
of Columbus.

WANT T O KNOW M O R E ?
NIGHT,

7:00 P . M .
jj}^

f=¿¿jX

P L A N T O A T T E N D CANDIDATE'S

T H U R S D A Y , J A N U A R Y 18,

1979 (TOMORROW)AT

IN '64 H A L L S L A V I N C E N T E R .

OR

PICK U P AN

APPLICATION AT T H E STUDENT AFFAIRS O F F I C E .
T H E

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS

a CATHOLIC,

family, fraternal,

service

organization

COMING U P . . . .
FRIAR C O U N C I L KNIGHTS O F C O L U M B U S IS SPONSORING
A

B L O O D DRIVE ON J A N U A R Y 24, 9:00 A . M . - 4 : 0 0

ROOM 203

SLAVIN C E N T E R

P.M.
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Mike Tranghese:

PC SID
(Continued from Page 11)
Gavitt. " T h e result of that decision has been very beneficial to
PC sports. Michael has done an
unusually good job since he has
been here. I have come to rely on
him a great deal.

win. Also, when Bobby (Misevicius) hit the shot to beat Michigan, well, that was kind of special.
"Finally, last year's ECAC
hockey tournament is one I will
never forget. Beating Cornell
"I only wonder how long Mike
(8-5) and Boston University (5-1)
will be at Providence. Different
were big moments in PC sports
N F L teams have offered him jobs
history."
but up to this point he has
Some things will be different
declined. I just worry as to how
next year. Gavitt will become
long we can keep h i m . "
full-time athletic director while a
As Tranghese enters his sevnew coach will pace the floor of
enth year at P C , he can afford to
the Civic Center. Seniors will
look back. Naturally, certain
graduate and a new freshman
events stick out.
class will begin to make a name
"Winning the Eastern Ftegionfor itself. However, one thing will
als against Maryland was su- not change. The sports informaper," recollects Mike. "We were
tion department will continue to
supposed to get blown out but display integrity and efficiency
Ernie (DiGregorio) went wild in
because of a class individual,
the first half and we held on to Mike Tranghese.

Basketball burdens
Continued from Page 12
It was the start of bad times for
the Friars. P C lost the next three
games to give Dave Gavitt his
worst losing string ever at providence.
By the Seton Hall game, Gavitt
was finally beginning to realize
how bad things were. " I don't
know what to say", he commented after the game. " I guess
we just don't have the talent,
because I know their (the players) giving me the effort."
Gavitt pointed to his backcourt
and the center spot as his two
main trouble areas. "We just
don't have the leadership in the
backcourt and the good, big
center."
The turnovers were starting to
get to the coach, too. "I've never
seen some of the turnovers that
this team makes," he lamented
"I feel like I'm coaching in China,
or somewhere."
Whatever the problems were,
there were many of them. But
then again, there always are
when a team is losing. The schedule, which in past years has

worked to the Friar's advantage,
was serving as a big stumbling
block this season.
Gavitt said that the tough
schedule would make the team a
better one. Maybe not this year,
but certainly next.
And as it appeared evident that
this season was not going to be
one people wanted to talk about
much, the discussion started to
drift toward who the next coach
would be. Gavitt said the process
had begun and the applications
had been coming in at a good
pace. The target date for the
selection now appears to be
around late February, unless the
new man is involved in postseason play. Friar fans will no
doubt be watching that process
closely. The future of the basketball program will depend on it.
But there are still quite a few
games to play on this year's
schedule. But it doesn't appear to
be any easier down the road.
PC will tape off against Connecticut on Saturday. The Cornelius Thompson-led Huskies will
give the Friars more headaches.
But then again, what else is new?

KERRY
RAFANELLI
FOR

STUDENT CONGRESS
PRESIDENT
VOTE THURSDAY, JAN. 18
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A scene from girl's hoop action. Unfortunately the team fared little better than the poster.

The following companies will be posted
for general signup in the Counseling &
Career Planning Center - Wed. 1/17/79

PIZZA
600 Douglas Ave., Prov.

FREE DELIVERY TO PC
Delivery from 4:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Call 751-2251

—SPECIAL THIS WEEK —
See Below For Details

(E & J FREE PIZZA CONTEST)
That matter of tho circular dallcocy It at It again. E and it Pizza It offering yot another
tpacial. thlt timo In tha form of a contott. H you have an oorly appotfto and a little luck Hilt
ono It right up your alloy. All next wook tho first callar for a dollvory ordor aftor 4:15 will bo
entitled to a froo tmall chooto pizza any timo tho noxt day. If you aro tho oarly Friar,
however, you won't know until tho following day whon E and J't will give you a call with tho
turprlto, to ploato don't atk whon you placo your ordor. Tho wlnnor plckt tho timo and E
and J't dollvort tho ontlclng tnack. Now wouldn't an oarly pizza sprinkled with a llttlo luck
hit tho tpotl

Pizza, Grinders, Spaghetti

U. S. Marine Corps
Firestone Tire & Rubber Company
Stop & Shop Companies
Rhode Island Hospital Trust
National Bank
John Hancock Insurance Company
Xerox Corporation
Campbell Soup Company
Burroughs Corporation
ITT Grinnell
Digital Equipment Corporation
Citizen's Bank
Allendale Insurance Company
Schlitz Distributing Company
Old Stone Bank
Jordan Marsh Company
Metropolitan Property & Liability
Meahl, McNamara & Company
U.S. Navy
Refinement International
Procter & Gamble Inc.
ToysR-Us
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Friars slam slump and score
By Bob Walsh
The past month has been a
frustrating one for the Friar
pucksters. In this stretch the
Black and White have dropped
four straight E C A C decisions and
have won only two.
The Friars treated their home
crowd fans to a thrilling 4-3 overtime win over RPI on December
5. After that their E C A C fortunes
plummetted. The Friars' E C A C
record dropped from 4-2 to 5-6 as
they dropped decisions to Boston
College (4-2), New Hampshire in
overtime (5-4), andClarkson (7-2,
and Brown (5-3). Providence
boosted its record to 7-6 with two
wins over St. Louis, 9-5 and 7-4,
and a victory over Clarkson, 3-1.
The Friars returned home to
Schneider Arena after more than

a months absence and took to the
ice versus Brown with confidence. Providence set the tone of
the game as heavy hitting in the
early minutes.
Steve DeBlois of Brown was
sent down the left side by captain
Dave Roberts. DeBlois was cautious along the left wing boards
and seemed to be watching for a
play to develop. He saw a chink in
Milner armor and went for the
shot instead, scoring at 12:02.
Seventeen seconds later Rich
Hall slid a pass across the crease
to John Rukavina, who pushed it
past Milner. The Bruins Roberts
scored at 17:03 and the Bruins
had a 3-1 lead at the end of the
first set.
The second period was dominated by penalties, mostly in
Providence's favor. Eight of the
20 minutes saw the Friars with a
man advantage over the Bruins.

The Friars took 18 shots in the
period, only one of which eluded
Brown goalie Holden.
A study in missed opportunities
is how the final period could be
described for the Black and
White. Although the Friars only
took nine shots in the period,
most were good scoring bids.
John Sullivan closed the gap to
one at 13:16. Steve O'Neill skated
in from the left point and hit Sullivan to the right of the net. Sullivan beat Holden cleanly.
PC's hopes for victory vanished, however, when Roberts
fired his second goal of the night
into an open net with 59 seconds
to play.
Providence tried to get back on
winning ways last Sunday night
and couldn't have picked a tougher opponent. The Friars had lost
to Clarkson, 7-2, in the Yale
Tournament and had not beaten

Clarkson since 1975.
Play was a little sloppy at first
but the Black and White followed
the leadership of Colin Ahern.
The Whisler and Evangelista line
kept the Providence offense rolling, and Ahem finally netted one
at 8:36. The Friars' leading scorer was sent up the right side by
teammate Bo run. Ahern's first
shot was blocked but he put his
own rebound high past Mills for
the period's only score.
The Golden Knights' offense
was swarming at the opening of
the second period. Craigh Laugh
lih lifted the puck over a sprawled Milner after being set up right
near the crease by Bryan Cleaver. Time of the goal was 3:17.
With Clarkson taking only their
second penalty at 10:35, the Friar
power play struck. Ahern fed
Terry Horgan on his left who slid
a low shot past the Clarkson

PC offense sweeps in on Brown.

goalie with 17 seconds left on the
penalty.
Milner was called on to make
some beauties before the end of
the period but made the Friar
one-goal lead stand up.
The third period began on an
upbeat for Providence. Tom
Bauer and Colin Ahern went in on
a two-on-one with Ahern connecting at 15 seconds.
Clarkson began to press, per
h a p a bit too much. Constantly
called for offsides, Clarkson
could not generate much of an
offense. The Friars were called
for five penalties in the period,
several of them overlapping.
P C put together three good
periods of hockey and thoroughly
dominated a slumping but explosive Clarkson team Hopefully
the slump of '79 is over and the
Friars can get on with the business of making the playoffs.

Bob Bonin zips along with the dexterity of a lizard.

BOG SPRING MOVIE LIST
Sun., Jan. 14 Annie Hall
Sun., Jan. 28 Julia
Sun., Feb. 11 Singing in the Rain
Sun., Feb. 18 Thunderbolt and Ughtfoot
Sun., Feb. 25 Hot Rock
Sun., March 11 All the President's Men
Sun., March 18 Hello, Dolly
Sun., March 25 Take the money and Run
Sun., April 1 The Marvelous Visit
Sun., April 29 The Spy Who Loved Me

A l l shows at 7 & 9 in the New Naval.
Friday, April 6 Grateful Dead Move - '64 Hall
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Mike Tranghese:
PC media wizard
By Al Palladino
Sports information director.
What does it mean? At some
schools it means the hard sell of
athletes. At others it means
providing good service during
winning seasons and poor service
during sub-par campaigns. At
Providence College it means
Mike Tranghese, hard work and a
lot of class.
"What I strive for is consistency," comments the St. M i chael's alumnus. " I hate to lose
as much as the next guy but I
can't let it interfere with my job.
I have to perform the same way,
win or lose."
The job that Tranghese mentions is more than just compiling
statistics. He also involves himself with servicing local media.
Mike possesses the unique quality of knowing what the media
want and can interest them without being bothersome. He has
developed contacts all over the
country by combining class, dignity and honesty.
Not only does Tranghese work
with the media, he is also responsible for the various athletic
department publications. Mike is
in charge of the men's basketball
and hockey yearbooks along with
the game-by-game programs. In
addition, he publishes brochures
for every varsity sport on campus.
"Sports info at Providence College is Mike Tranghese's life,"
remarks ticket manager Don
Bello. "It's really his little baby.
In the relaxed atmosphere we
work in here at P C , Mike
thrives."

At one time, things were anything but relaxed in the life of
Mike Tranghese. Upon graduation from college, he taught
English to 11th and 12th graders.
While teaching, Mike obtained
his master's degree in English.
After teaching for two years,
Tranghese left teaching ("I just
wasn t happy") and fulfilled a
military obligation by serving six
months in the reserves. After that
ended, a job at American International College became available.
"Working at AIC gave me the
experience I really needed," re-

members Mike. "I worked under
Terry Healy for three years and
never had any regrets.
At the end of Tranghese's third
year at AIC, things were starting
to change at Providence College.
The school was now coeducational, the athletic department
was expanding, and the men's
basketball team was leaving the
friendly confines of Alumni Gym
for the vastness of the Civic
Center.
Newly appointed Athletic Director Dave Gavitt along with
Vin Cuddy decided that the time
had come for a full-time sports
information director at PC. Until
that time, it had been Cuddy who
handled the SID job (on a parttime basis), and it was he who
was mainly responsible for the
hiring of Tranghese.
" V i n Cuddy did most of the
interviewing since he had handled the job previously," recalls
See M I K E , Page 9

Which Mariner rookie scored
his first professional goal and the
team's first goal in its initial
contest in Maine in its inaugural
season and remains one of the
most popular "Maine men" altho' he no longer wears the

Brian Burke

Four years ago, a freshman
guard named Dave Frye stepped
out on the Civic Center floor for
the first time against the Russian
national team. Frye played brilliantly, helping Providence to
defeat the Russians on a lastsecond jumper by Joe Hassett.
Mike Tranghese

orange, black and white of the
Mariner uniform? The answer is
former Mariner right wing Brian
Burke.
Brian is now in a new rookie
season as a student at Harvard
Law School-a real-life version of
the current television hit " T h e
Paper Chase." He draws at least
one similarity to the fictional film
story.
" A poll of the student body here
showed that 80 per cent think the
faculty member most like the
professor in the movie is a professor I have now," says Brian.
"He's very demanding. You
really have to be prepared for his
class...and for every class. The
faculty here is very tough and
impressive. One instructor is a
former ambassador to the United
Nations and Uganda. If you want
to go to law school, this is the
place to go."
The daily preparation for class
is like a vigorous Mariner workout.
" I ' m working really hard. On
an average day I spend 2Vfe-3%
hours in class and then study for
at least five. I aim for 35-40 hours
of studying a week after my
classroom time."
Seven of his eight first-year
courses are mandatory. Last se-

COMMUTERS!!
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I first noticed the fickleness of
these so-called fans four years
ago. Having grown up in Rhode
Island, I have been a PC fan for
many years. I can remember
going to Alumni Hall to cheer the
likes of Jim Larranaga and Ray
Johnson as they tried to battle
their way back into the top 20. In
those days, there were 4000 real
fans at every game, all backing
the Friars.
Then came the days of Ernie,
Marvin and Kevin and the giddy
heights of the NCAA Final Four.
Suddenly, there were many thousand Providence fans. They were
fully behind "their" Friars.

Burke: Hockey to Harvard
By Kara Lynn Dunn
Maine Mariners' Statistician

By Steve Latimer
Providence College's basketball fans are spoiled. There is
simply no question about it.
There have been too many 20-win
seasons,
post-season
tournaments and last-second victories
over nationally-ranked teams.
When it comes time for the basketball team to experience a lean
year, Providence fans just don't
know how to cope.
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mester they were Criminal Law,
Civil
Procedure,
Contracts,
Torts, and a semester in Legal
Methods. Yet to come is the
A M E S competition. Brian explains: "It's a competition in the
spring for all the law students
which takes place in a real trial
setting. Each of us has to prepare
and argue a court case before
actual federal judges. It's a high
pressure contest," he says, "but I
don't have to think about that for
awhile."
Will he have a chance to play
any hockey this year? Perhaps-a
Harvard Law School team travels to Halifax to meet the law
school team there each winter.
Now that the college hockey
season has begun, when he has a
break from studying, Brian will
scout a few games as a Flyer
seer.
He minimizes his role, saying,
"I'll just be playing a minor
scouting role. 95 percent of the
eastern scouting will be wellhandled by veteran F l y scout
Walt Atañas. I hope to i arn from
him."
The 1977 Providence College
graduate describes his adaptation from "the sport life" back to
the scholarly lifestyle.
"It was an adjustment to go
from totally using your body and
brain to applying your mind to
different problems. I think it
might have been easier if I didn't
miss playing hockey and being in
Maine so much."
One of 10 children, he has an
excellent rapport with youngsters and will return to Maine this
summer to instruct at the second
annual Maine Mariners Hockey
School.
Right now Brian is residing in
an apartment on Boston's busiest
by-way, Commonwealth Avenue.
In three years' time, he will be
deciding which state bar exam he
will take-the ultimate test before
he settles into practice. He is considering his home state of Minnesota, his native and collegiate
state of Rhode Island, Massachusetts and Maine. In the more
immediate future, he has already
begun searching for a summer
position with a law firm.

But as the season progressed,
Frye began to experience some
typical freshman problems. He
committed some turnovers and
he did not possess the best jump
shot in the world. Not major
crimes, but I sat in amazement
and listened as some of those fans
booed this kid, who had never
played in front of more than 500
people before he came to PC, unmercifully.
This year, they seemed to have
found two new scapeboats in the
forms of John Nolan and Rich
Hunger. This past week, I sat in
the stands and tried to capture
some printable quotes as the
abuse was being heaped on these
players. There were few if any
that did not have at least one
expletive in it.
Most of this abuse does not
come from the student fans. They
are more likely to shout encouragement to the players and when
the cause seems lost, to sit quietly and suffer.
It is the mature, older fans that

are responsible for most of the
berating and cursing of the players. It will never cease to amaze
me to see overweight middleaged men with popcorn in one
hand and beer spilling out of the
other, screaming at the players
that they are so stupid or too
slow. Suddenly, those same fans
who considered Providence as
"their" team now consider them
"you bunch of bums".
I think it is high time these fans
wake up and take a good long look
at themselves. These are 18, 19
and 20 year-old players out there
playing as hard as they can.
According to the coaching staff,
this is one of the best group of
kids to coach. Why don't these
fans get behind these kids and
help them to win instead of trying
to boo these players out of the
Civic Center? When's the last
time anyone has heard the fans at
URI boo their own players?
Providence College basketball
has provided the fans of New
England with many exciting moments over the years. This year,
it would be nice if the fans could
show a bit of class and patience
and support this young Friar
squad. Playing at the Civic Center is supposed to be an advantage, not something that the players should come to dread.

+ ++++
While I'm on the subject of
support, I'd like to comment on
the hockey team. At the Brown
game last week, the Bruins were
well supported by the large
Brown band. Providence, on the
other hand, has the Seekonk High
School band in the stands to
support them. While it is very
commendable for the Seekonk
band to play and support the
Black and White, what is wrong
with our own band? The band, in
my four years here, has totally
ignored the hockey team, unless
there happens to be a real important game, like last year's Boston
University playoff game.
Come on, band, the hockey
team deserves your support as
much as the basketball team
does. Granted, there are many
home games when you combine
the hockey and basketball teams
but surely the majority of the
band members could make the
majority of the games. A little
more support on all fronts of the
PC sports scene is definitely in
order.

I-M roundup
Athletic Board
Anyone interested in serving on
the Athletic Board can call 2340
or go to Slavin 216 (after 1 p.m. ).
Five of the six board members
are seniors ; they need some new
blood for the future. Freshmen
are welcome.
Self-Defense
We have more openings for our
self-defense class. The instruction is free. Please call 2258 or
come to the Intramural Office on
the second floor of Alumni Hall.
Racquetball - Squash
Handball
The courts will be open from 7
a.m. to midnight for those interested. The demand for time is
exceeding the space available.
The sign-up for prime time is
from 12:30 p.m. at the Alumni
Hall sign-up desk. To accommodate all those people interested in
playing, please do not sign up for
more than one hour.
Early morning and late evening will be first come, first served
until further notice. There may
be a slight inconvenience within
the next month because we are
going to convert two squash
courts to racquetball courts, re-

quiring some painting and plastering.

Track
team
(Continued from Page 12)
the 400 meters but only finished
third in his heat. Bob is hoping to
move up to the longer distances
of 600 meters and 800 meters.
In the invitational 3000 meters,
graduate John Treacy was beaten by a very-much-in-shape Paul
Cummings from California. Last
week Cummings ran the second
fastest 1500 meters ever, and with
Treacy's lack of speed work at
the early stage of the season
Cummings was a superior opponent.
The next meet is the Colby
Relays in Maine. As yet it is
undecided who Coach Bob Amato
will send to this meet ; however, a
full team is not expected to
travel.
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Lady Friars place third,
but lose to Maryland
By Mike David
How many times has a basketball team from Providence
College beaten St. John's twice in
the same season? Well, it certainly happened this year as the Lady
Friars, living up to their pre-seaason publicity, methodically established themselves as a team to
be reckoned with in the East.
Featuring two clutch wins over
St. John's, as well as a thirdplace finish in the prestigious
Southern Connecticut tourney,
the Black and White seem to be
shifting into high gear after an
uncharacteristically slow start.
The Lady Friars started their
resurgence with a 53-52 upset of a
highly regarded North Texas
State squad in the opening round
of the Southern tournament.
Lynn Sheedy led the scoring with
16 points, while Mary Ann McCoy
chipped in 10 points and 12
rebounds.
The affair was not actually
settled until the last minute when
freshman Rita Frasier tossed in a
bank shot off a fast break to
settle the affair. The "Mean
Green" responded with a 3-point
play by all-tourney forward Lisa
Risinger (26 points), but it was
too little too late and the Friars
advanced to the semi-finals.
In the second round the Black
and White ran into 14th rated
Cheyney State College and were
soundly beaten, 61-33. On this
evening the Wolves simply outclassed the Lady Friars in every
phase of the game. Val Walker,
the eventual tournament M V P ,
led Cheyney with 21 points, while
all-tourney guard Lynn Sheedy
paced a sputtering Providence
attack with eight points.
The setback placed the Black
and White into the third place
game against Eastern rival St.
John's. The Express, coming off
a tough six-point loss at the hands
of Southern Conn., was looking to
establish a measure of superiority in Eastern basketball circles.
Bouncing back nicely after the
happenings of the previous evening, Providence played with poise
throughout the contest to post a
hard-earned 61-56 victory. McCoy
led the Friars with 16 points and
13 rebounds, while senior forward
Mary Casey added 12 points and
10 rebounds. Lynn Sheedy, who
tallied 37 points and 12 assists for
the tourney, was named to the
all-tourney squad.
After a 65-28 thrashing of littleknown Quinnipiac College in the
home-opener at Alumni Hall, the
Black and White moved to the
Providence Civic Center to host
number three rated Maryland.
The Terrapins were fresh off a
number two finish in the AIWIA
tournament last season.
The visitors jumped off to a
quick 14-4 lead before the Lady
Friars responded with a 12-2
surge that helped bring them to
within two points at halftime,
27-25. Maryland, behind the
shooting of Betsy Bailey (21
points) and all-American Chris
Kirchner (11 points and 13 rebounds), took command in the
final stanza to post a 67-49 triumph.
Mel Buchanan played a sparkling game as she battled Kirchner on even terms while posting
14 points and 11 rebounds, leading
the Providence cause. The Lady
Friars did not emerge victorious
but did show conclusively that
their program has made giant
strides in the past few seasons
and is on the level with the best in
the land.
The Black and White then
started the new year in fine style
by blowing out intrastate rival
Brown, 52-29. The Friars found
their game nicely in the second
half, reeling off 16 unanswered
points to ice the game. Sheedy
and McCoy led a balanced attack
with nine points apiece and
helped to even the score on a

Bill Fields aims an off balance jumper.

Hoop squad
makes history
By John Mullaney

Lynn Sheedy heads for the loose ball.
night when the men's squad lost
to the Bruins for the first time in
20 years.
The Lady Friars next journeyed to Jamaica, N.Y., to battle
St. John's for a second time. The
matchup was an important one,
considering that Providence had
already posted one victory that
some St. John's people considered a fluke. Well, the Black and
White made up the minds of
many as to who was the better
squad by thrashing the Express,
53-37. The affair started off as
expected with both teams trading
baskets while feeling each other
out. At the half it was Providence, 26-25, and obviously still
anybody's ballgame.
The Lady Friars came out in
the final frame and simply blew

St. John's off their home floor.
Employing a sparkling 2-3 zone,
Providence reeled off 14 straight
points to storm away with the
game. The defense was so strong
that St. John's tallied a season
low of 37 points and only 11 in the
second stanza. On the offensive
side of the coin, Lynn Sheedy
paced a potent attack with 18
points. Buchanan and McCoy
added eight apiece and dominated the boards, especially on the
defensive end of the court.
The Wrams of URI are next on
the agenda as the Lady Friars
play a total of four games in the
span of seven days. After URI's
upset of Providence in the Brown
tourney early in the season,
revenge might be the factor in the
rematch.

Everyone knew it in the beginning. This was not going to be a
typical basketball season for Providence College. Just what kind
of a year it was going to be,
though, nobody really knew. The
press was expecting the worse.
Dave Gavitt was naturally hoping for the best. It looks like the
press is on target on this one.
PC's headaches started in
Louisville, Kentucky two days
before Christmas. Denny Crum's
men were ranked in the top 20,
but they really didn't play like it.
They managed to hold off a
second half comeback by the
Friars to win by 18.

Harriers
prepare
for indoors
By Dave Ball
The track team had a six-week
break from competition which
provided them with the necessary time to prepare for the
indoor season.
The first major indoor meet for
PC was the Dartmouth Relays at
Dartmouth College
in New
Hampshire last weekend. A
strong team of 10 runners traveled to N.H. to compete in this
open meet.
Sophomore Tom Lehan ran an
exceptionally good race in the
3000 meters, finishing in fourth
place with 8:34, running more
than IS seconds faster than his
best. Brian Dillon still continues
to have problems as he finished
down the field in an uncharacteristically slow time. However.
Brian looks set to improve immensely with some harder work.

Mel Buchanan up fakes then prepares to shoot in action versus
Maryland.

Peter Crooke, running for the
PC track club - as he's redshirted a year for the track team
- ran a fine race in the open 3000
meters but was unlucky to get
beaten on the line. He ran a
personal best time of 8:19. No
doubt Pete has definitely recovered sufficiently from the mono
he suffered from last year.
There was a New England
intercollegiate 1500 meters which
Dave Ball won in 3:55. Moe Rafferty was fourth with 3:57.6, just
missing out on the qualifying
time for the New England Cham-

The following weekend, the
Friars headed down to the Sugar
Bowl Classic in New Orleans.
They probably wished they had
skipped that one.
PC suffered two humiliating
losses by 38 and 32 points respectively. Virginia and Bradley had
no mercy on the youthful Friars,
but PC's poor shooting and excessive turnovers contributed to the
cause. It was a nightmare that
the Friars just wanted to forget.
Dave Gavitt said that he had
figured the Friars would face a
few drubbings this season, but
the real challenge he said, was to
prevent discouragement from
setting in. And it didn't.
PC came back home, had two
good practice sessions, and then
proceeded to upset Villanova in
Philadelphia. The Friars had
gone into that one as an eightpoint underdog, but two free
throws by Dave frye with seconds
remaining in the game helped
notch the win for the Black and
White. It was Rich Hunger's
block of an Alex Bradley jumper
with four seconds on the clock
that gave Gavitt's troops an unexpected victory.
That's right, Brown, a team
that had not won a game with PC
in 20 years. But that night the
story was different. The Bruins
took charge about five minutes
into the second half and managed
to build up a 13 point margin with
a little over a minute and a half to
go in the contest To their credit,
the Friars came back and closed
that gap to five points with just 17
seconds to go But a three-quarters court pass to forward Peter
Moss did the Friars in. The 6-5
Moss outdistanced PC defenders,
scored on a dunk and was fouled.
Brown notched it, 69-60.
See B A S K E T B A L L , Page 9
pionships. However, captain Kafferty is almost certain to obtain
the mark in future meets.
Freshman Ray Treacy really
stamped his mark of authority in
the invitational 5000 meters. Ray
showed remarkable speed over
the final quarter-mile to outrun
Bob Flora from the Greater Boston Track Club
Dan Dillon was eighth with
14:17, compared to Ray's time of
14:03 Dan was disappointed, but
hopes to make up for it when he
travels to Atlanta, Georgia, for
the trials for the international
cross country championships.
Dan, of course, won the trials last
year and hopes to do so this year
On the second day at the meet,
Bob Kooharian ran 51 seconds in
See T R A C K . Page 11

